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How TAB knows how
many people saw your 
ad, and who they are.

With OOH Ratings, we know the number of 
people who saw your OOH ad, AND who 
they are. To achieve this level of 
demographic measurement, the Traffic Audit 
Bureau developed a measurement system 
that works in three steps.

1. The Traffic Audit Bureau begins with a 
weekly count of all impressions people 
passing each board. This number would be 
the weekly circulation.

2. Video simulations of outdoor exposure 
experiences in many different environments 
were conducted. Using eye-tracking 
technology, they determined what factors 
most affect a person’s likelihood to look or 
not look at a billboard. These factors adjust 
the weekly circulation down to a qualified 
weekly audience number. This is the weekly 
impression you'll find available for 
Lamar inventory.

3. The US Census reports where people 
live and work. Based on travel patterns and 
traffic counts of all roadways across the 
country, the TAB knows how these people 
are most likely to reach their destination, 
and what streets or highways they most 
often drive. This reveals where people 
drive, and what out-of-home advertising 
they’ll pass on their way.
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Poster billboards bring your message to a local audience and impact your customers where they live, work 
and play. When you’re launching a new product, making a name change or trying to get a message out in the 
shortest amount of time possible, Posters are the way to go. 

POSTER BENEFITS:
• Poster structures are smaller than Bulletins, and are present on roads     
   where Bulletins may be too large.

• These structures are seen by vehicular traffic and pedestrians in  
   commercial and industrial areas. 

• Designed to be mass produced and posted in multiple locations to  
   flood the market all at once. 

• Posters provide 4x more impressions per dollar than radio and     
   magazines, 8x more than TV and 11x more than newspapers.

COMMON SIZING:
10’5’’ x 22’8’’

MATERIAL:
Poster ads are printed on a lightweight, 
recyclable substrate called PosterFlex, 
which is installed as a single sheet onto 
the structure without the use of glue. 
It provides a seamless appearance, prevents 
flagging and is weather resistant.
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A Bulletin is the largest standard-sized billboard. This product delivers maximum exposure to vehicular traffic on 
expressways, highways and primary arteries. Bulletins are commonly used as a directional to reach long-distance 
travelers, pointing them to the nearest locations for restaurants, lodging and fuel. Bulletins also offer creative 
flexibility limited only by the imagination. Three-dimensional designs, moving parts and extensions make these 
boards impossible to ignore. 

BULLETIN BENEFITS:
• Large-format, bulletins are located on heavily traveled roads for 
   high visibility. 

• Command your audience’s attention with the addition of creative  
   three-dimensional designs, moving parts, and extensions to your ad. 

• Permanent Bulletin ads remain at one high density location for maximum  
   exposure. To cover more ground, choose a Bulletin Rotary plan. In a  
   rotary, your ad moves to a new location at stated intervals (typically  
   60-90 days). 

COMMON SIZING:
14’ x 48’, 10’6’’ x 36’, 10’ x 40’, 
10’ x 30’, 12’ x 24’, and 12’ x 40’

MATERIAL:
Bulletin ads are printed on vinyl. These 
photo-quality ads hold up well in all 
weather conditions and are recyclable 
when a campaign is over.
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POSTERS BULLETINS

BULLETINS

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING WORKS 24 / 7/ 365

ARE
GREAT

POSTERS WORK
THE BEST

VS.

REGARDELESS OF WHICH PRODUCT YOU CHOOSE, THIS MUCH IS TRUE...

If you know what kind of campaign you want, we can show you which of our products will do a better 
job of getting your message out there. You might think you want that BIG billboard on the interstate 
or freeway. But not so fast; the small and mighty posters are also a great way to make a big impression!

Still not sure whether a poster or bulletin would be the right choice? Share your advertising goals with your local Lamar 
Representative. They know the advertising climate in your area and can guide you to the best product for your needs!

when used as a directional tool to reach 
long-distance travelers. They point drivers 
toward the nearest restaurants, lodging 
and fuel. Your creative flexibility is limited 
only by the imagination. Additions like 
3D designs, moving parts and extensions 
make these boards impossible to ignore. 
With a little help from a big, bold, and 
impactful billboard, your message is 
sure to be noticed!  

when launching a new product, making 
a name change, or when you have a 
need to “broadcast” your message to 
as many people as possible in the least 
amount of time. Posters have strength 
in numbers when used as a package. 
They are designed to be mass-produced 
and to flood the market all at once. 
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MAKE AN IMPACT.
Other mediums spend a lot of time and money trying to build an audience.  Outdoor is di�erent.  We have an audience built in, we just 
have to give them something interesting to look at.   When people are out of their homes, they are our captive audience, but we still have 
to make them look.  A well-designed board that o�ers a simple, yet intriguing copy line, image for color combination can gain someone’s 
attention very easily.  However, if you want to be certain to grab them, an extension will absolutely command their attention.

EXTENSIONS

BE SPECTACULAR.  BE MEMORABLE.

STAND OUT, NOT FALL DOWN.

IF YOU CAN DREAM IT UP,
WE CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN.  

STAND OUT.
Extensions are typically 
created by one of our vendors 
who has structural and 
mechanical engineers on sta� 
to make certain that the 
design is both feasible and 
a�ordable.  They are typically 
available in these various 
formats:

•   Vacuforming
•   In�atables
•   Mold making
•   Steel
•   Wood
•   Foam
•   Fiberglass

To increase the impact of bulletins (and sometimes shelters), extensions are often used.  
Extensions may be added around perimeters often with a one-time charge per square foot 
with a once-a-month maintenance charge.  Depending on local restrictions, extensions 
may be added from 5' to 5'6" at top, 2' at side and 1' at bottom.  This extra space cost is 
comparable to print media foldouts or inserts.

EX-TEN-SION:  
The area of a design made as a cut-out 
that extends beyond the basic rectan-
gular space of an advertising structure.  
Also known as embellishment or cut-out.



LAMAR IN 3D 

If you are searching for a way to set 
your billboard apart from the rest, 3D 
may be the element you need. These 
additions are big, bold, and are sure 
to attract attention. 

Adding 3D to your ad is easier than 
you might think. We want to help you 
enhance your advertising in the most 
creative ways possible, and we will 
guide you through every step of the 
process. 

Getting started is simple. Share your 
ideas with a Lamar rep to receive a 
custom quote for your project.

EXTEND YOUR CREATIVE INTO 
THE NEXT DIMENSION. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF CHOOSING LAMAR 
FOR YOUR 3D BILLBOARD EMBELLISHMENTS

COST EFFECTIVE
We strive to bring our clients high quality items at competitive prices. 
Since we have the carving machine in-house we are able to keep costs as 
low as possible.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
All 3D pieces are tested on a full-size 14’ x 48’ bulletin in our warehouse 
to ensure that they attach properly to the structure before shipping. They 
are protected by a 3-year warranty against structural failure and fading 
resulting from intended use and application. 

PAY GRADUALLY OVER TIME
A BIG statement doesn’t have to come with a BIG upfront commitment. 
With Lamar, you can pay for your 3D elements in installments over the 
course of your contract term. The longer your campaign, the smaller 
each payment will be. 

3D F.A.Q.s:
HOW ARE 3D OBJECTS MADE?

3D props are milled from foam blocks using our 
powerful, 4-axis router. The machine is capable 
of carving 3D images up to 4’ in diameter and 8’ 
long. Weather resistent finishing is either painted 
or printed and applied to the prop.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO PRODUCE 
A CUSTOM 3D OBJECT?

Typical projects take 3-4 weeks to produce once 
the final rendering is approved by the client. 

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?

Each design is considered custom and must be 
quoted individually. Since we are dealing with 3D 
surfaces, we cannot quote a square foot price as 
we do with flat extensions. In general, plan to 
pay the cost of the billboard space (including 
associated production charges) + the cost of the 
3D prop + shipping of the finished prop to your 
desired location. 



Digital Billboards are computer-controlled electronic displays with capabilities that take Out-of-Home advertising 
to a new level. Digital is perfect for the advertiser who wants to change their message multiple times during a 
campaign. Cutting-edge dynamic content makes Digital even more effective. Lamar boards can stream posts 
from social media, show live scores and countdowns, respond to local weather conditions, traffic, and more. 
Lamar Digital Displays are typically shared among several advertisers. The creative rotates in a looping slide 
show fashion, with each ad showing for 8 to 10 seconds before the next is displayed.

DIGITAL BILLBOARD BENEFITS:
• Located on highways, major arteries, and city streets.

• Change your message as often as you want with no production cost. 

• Because of its flexibility, a Digital Display is the perfect medium for     
   advertising breaking news, one-day sales, and special events.  

• Stream live data and user-generated content from your website or  
   social media platform in real time. 

• Your ad is displayed on the board within minutes of being uploaded. 

COMMON SIZING (PIXELS):
DIGITAL BULLETIN: 1400 x 400 px
DIGITAL POSTER: 840 x 400 px

MATERIAL:
The screen of a Lamar Digital Display is 
equipped with LED technology that 
produces a vibrant, crystal-clear picture.   
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Sources: Media Behavior Institute, Harris Interactive, Kantar Media, Outdoor
Media Centre, BrandScience Global Econometrics Study, SocialVibe, Neilson, OAAA

 

CPM COMPARISONS 

PROGRAMMING TIME COMPARED TO AD TIME:

 OUT-OF-HOME 
VS. OTHER MEDIA

58% 
$3.38 | Shelter

$3.63 | Poster

$5.00 | Online Search

$8.65 | Bulletin

$10.90 | Men’s Interest Magazines

$11.10 | Women’s Fashion Magazines

$12.60 | Network Broadcast TV

$21.30 | Business Magazines

$22.30 | Broadcast News

$28.00 | Daily Newspaper

$43.00 | Business Newspaper

$56.60 | Direct Mail

WEEKLY EXPOSURE 
TO ADVERTISING

WEEKLY TIME SPENT 
WITH MEDIA

OF PEOPLE REPORT CONSCIOUSLY LOOKING AT OOH ADS
THIS IS A HIGHER ENGAGEMENT RATE THAN ANY OTHER FORM 
OF ADVERTISING CAN PROVIDE.
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PRODUCTION SPECS

Posters
Dimension  10'5"x 22'8"

  Bulletin s
Dimension  14' x 48'

BULLETIN (scale: 1/4”=1’)
PRODUCT SIZE: 14’ X 48’
OVERALL SIZE (w/bleed): 15’ x 49’
Extensions: 4’ above | 2’ sides
TEMPLATE ART SIZE:
Art Size: 3.5” x 12” @ 816ppi
Art w/bleed: 3.75” x 12.25” @ 816ppi

POSTER FLEX
PRODUCT SIZE: 10’5” X 22’8”
OVERALL SIZE: 10’5” X 22’8”
TEMPLATE ART SIZE:
Art Size: 12.5” x 27.2” @ 240ppi
Margin Size: NO bleeds, just a 
.3”  safety area. 

JR. BULLETIN
PRODUCT SIZE: 10’6” x 36’
OVERALL SIZE: 11’6” x 37’
Extensions: 4’ above | 2’ sides
TEMPLATE ART SIZE:
Art Size: 3.405” x 11.676” @ 629ppi
Art w/ bleed: 3.73” x 12” @ 629ppi

All Vinyl layouts (NOT Posters) have a 
6” bleed. The 3” pocket is included at 
production.

Save your artwork as any of the 
following file types: .psd, .jpg, .tif,
or .pdf.  The Color Space is CMYK for 
Static boards. The Color Profile is: 
US Web Coated (SWOP)v2. The Final 
Output Resolution (at actual size)
is 17ppi for Bulletins and 24ppi for 
Posters. We recommend using 50c 
50m 50y 100k for Spot Black colors. 

8 SHEET JR. POSTER
PRODUCT SIZE: 5’ x 11’
OVERALL SIZE: 5’ 2” x 11’2”
TEMPLATE ART SIZE:
Art Size: 5” x 11” @ 288ppi
Art w/ bleed: 5”.167 x 11.167” @ 288ppi   

ART SPECS
TEMPLATES ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 
E-MAIL: tfenske@lamar.com and rturner@lamar.com or your sales rep. 
We are Mac based and format our finished files as flattened PSD or TIF’s. PDF Files are 
recommended. DO NOT SEND QUARK, WORD, OR PUBLISHER FILES.

SENDING ART 
You can e-mail your final file to: tfenske@lamar.com AND rturner@lamar.com. Larger 
files can be sent via an online file transfer service such as,  wetransfer.com,  
mailbigfiles.com, sendspace.com or hightail.com. We can also download from your ftp 
site. There is a deadline of 10 business days prior to post date for finished art, unless 
otherwise noted. 

IMAGES 
When submitting an image to Lamar for use in your ad, please send a digital file with 
a resolution of at least 300 ppi—sized to fit within the “Template size art” (above). We 
request that it be formatted as pdf, tif, jpg or (for logos) eps vector art.  
PICTURES PULLED OFF THE WEB WILL NOT BE USABLE OR PERMITTED DUE TO 
POOR RESOLUTION AND COPYRIGHTS. 

FONTS & COLORS 
While we have a good number of fonts on hand, please submit fonts or specialty fonts 
that might be included in your design or logo. Pantone color call outs are also greatly 
appreciated so that we can match your company logos.

D I G I T A L
DESIGNING FOR DIGITAL

The template for digital is very small (72ppi jpg 
file). Please design digital at the template size for 
best results. Set your ruler units to pixels. Do not 
alter the size in anyway. Many static designs will 
not translate to digital. Use the following guidlines 
for your advertising to look clean and clear in the 
electronic format:

 •  Limit white backgrounds. 
 •   Use large, bold fonts. Thin fonts tend to get lost 

in between the  bulbs. The bigger, the bolder, the 
better!

 •  Use 7 words or less.

 •   Use contrasting colors. The stronger the contrast 
between the background and the copy, the easier 
to read at a distance. 

Submitting artwork is fast and easy, files are 
small enough to e-mail! Please use the available 
Photoshop templates. Contact your sales 
representative for the template. 

DIGITAL TEMPLATE SPECS

BULLETIN
Art Size: 
5.556” x 19.444” 
Pixel Size: 
400 x 1400 @72ppi

12x12 POSTER 
DELAWARE
Art Size: 
4” x 4” 
Pixel Size: 
288 x 288 @72ppi

POSTER
Art Size: 
3.611” x 7.583” 
Pixel Size: 
260 x 546 @72ppi

12x12 POSTER 
CANADA
Art Size: 
3.056” x 3.056” 
Pixel Size: 
220 x 220 @72ppi

of Buffalo

Art questions? Contact Terry Fenske or Robin Turner • tfenske@lamar.com or rturner@lamar.com • 716-852-5791

Final art must be saved in RGB color mode as a 
JPG. Use the sRGB color profile (“embed color 
profile” must be checked) at MAXIMUM QUALITY 
(baseline optimized).  Pixel sizes ARE CRITICAL. If 
it is off— by even 1 pixel—it will not work properly.
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